Legend

Intermodal Facilities
- Major Air Cargo Terminals
- Marine Loading Facilities
- Marine Port Terminals

Freight Economic Corridors
- T1 Corridors
- T2 Corridors
- Missing Links in T-1/T-2 network
- Alternative Freight Routes
- First/Last Mile Connector Routes to T1/T2 Corridors

Agricultural Processing Facilities of WA’s top 4 agricultural products by value
- Apple Packing Plant
- Beef Plant
- Dairy Plant
- Potato Processing Facility

Industrial/Commercial Zoned Land
- Industrial Zoned Land in Urban Area
- Commercial Zoned Land within 5 miles of T1 and T2 highways in Rural Area
- Industrial Zoned Land within 5 miles of T1 and T2 highways in Urban Area
- PSRC Manufacturing and Industrial Center

Military Installations

Agricultural Processing Facility Clusters
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Military Installations in Whatcom Council of Governments (MPO)

Note: Agricultural processing facility cluster shows facility density and color indicates number of facilities within 2-mile radius.